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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUlpIeEc2YV9vRDg?usp=sharingQUESTION 165A network engineer

is considering enabling load balancing with EIGRP. Which consideration should be analyzed?A.    EIGRP allows a maximum of

four paths across for load balancing traffic.B.    By default, EIGRP uses a default variance of 2 for load balancing.C.    EIGRP

unequal path load balancing can result in routing loops.D.    By default, EIGRP performs equal cost load balancing at least across

four equal cost paths.Answer: DQUESTION 166The OSPF database of a router shows LSA types 1, 2, 3, and 7 only. Which type of

area is this router connected to?A.    stub areaB.    totally stubby areaC.    backbone areaD.    not-so-stubby areaAnswer: D
QUESTION 167An engineer is configuring a GRE tunnel interface in the default mode. The engineer has assigned an IPv4 address

on the tunnel and sourced the tunnel from an Ethernet interface. Which option also is required on the tunnel interface before it is

operational?A.    tunnel destination addressB.    keepalivesC.    IPv6 addressD.    tunnel protectionAnswer: AQUESTION 168Which

protocol is used in a DMVPN network to map physical IP addresses to logical IP addresses?A.    BGPB.    LLDPC.    EIGRPD.   

NHRPAnswer: DQUESTION 169Which two routing protocols are supported by Easy Virtual Network? (Choose two.)A.    RIPv2B.

   OSPFv2C.    BGPD.    EIGRPE.    IS-ISAnswer: BDQUESTION 170Which statement is true?A.    RADIUS uses TCP, and

TACACS+ uses UDP.B.    RADIUS encrypts the entire body of the packet.C.    TACACS+ encrypts only the password portion of a

packet.D.    TACACS+ separates authentication and authorization.Answer: DQUESTION 171Which two statements about AAA

implementation in a Cisco router are true? (Choose two.)A.    RADIUS is more flexible than TACACS+ in router management.B.   

RADIUS and TACACS+ allow accounting of commands.C.    RADIUS and TACACS+ encrypt the entire body of the packet.D.   

RADIUS and TACACS+ are client/server AAA protocols.E.    Neither RADIUS nor TACACS+ allow for accounting of commands.

Answer: BDQUESTION 172Which option is invalid when configuring Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding?A.    allow self ping to

routerB.    allow default routeC.    allow based on ACL matchD.    source reachable via bothAnswer: DQUESTION 173Refer to the

exhibit. Which option represents the minimal configuration that allows inbound traffic from the 172.16.1.0/24 network to

successfully enter router R, while also limiting spoofed 10.0.0.0/8 hosts that could enter router R?  A.    (config)#ip cef

(config)#interface fa0/0(config-if)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via rx allow-defaultB.    (config)#ip cef(config)#interface fa0/0

(config-if)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via rxC.    (config)#no ip cef(config)#interface fa0/0(config-if)#ip verify unicast

source reachable-via rxD.    (config)#interface fa0/0(config-if)#ip verify unicast source reachable-via anyAnswer: AQUESTION

174Which outbound access list, applied to the WAN interface of a router, permits all traffic except for http traffic sourced from the

workstation with IP address 10.10.10.1?A.    ip access-list extended 200deny tcp host 10.10.10.1 eq 80 anypermit ip any anyB.    ip

access-list extended 10deny tcp host 10.10.10.1 any eq 80permit ip any anyC.    ip access-list extended NO_HTTPdeny tcp host

10.10.10.1 any eq 80D.    ip access-list extended 100deny tcp host 10.10.10.1 any eq 80permit ip any anyAnswer: DQUESTION

175Which two statements indicate a valid association mode for NTP synchronization? (Choose two.)A.    The client polls NTP

servers for time.B.    The client broadcasts NTP requests.C.    The client listens to NTP broadcasts.D.    The client creates a VPN

tunnel to an NTP server.E.    The client multicasts NTP requests.Answer: AC!!!RECOMMEND!!!1.|2018 Latest 300-101 Exam
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